
#MakeThatChange Final Showcase 

If you want to see how we created our final piece, alongside a glimpse at the actual 
production, watch our #MakeThatChange Documentary on Youtube. 

After 7 weeks of workshops, our young people got together for an intensive 
production week at Carriageworks Theatre. Taking inspiration from every discipline 
we've studied, the young people created an inspiring performance using dance, 
song, comedy, physical theatre, film and photography. The final piece - Alex's story - 
was a frank and honest look at the problems young people face in the modern world, 
and how gender and sexuality can influence our perceptions of ourselves. 

 

"I was completely overwhelmed (in a good way) by the various mediums [the 
story] was expressed through and how they all tied together." 



We're so proud of everyone who took part in #MakeThatChange! The feedback was 
glowing, with audience members saying it was the best show they'd seen in a long 
time. The final showcase was attended by over 60 members of the public, including 
the Lord Mayor of Leeds! Her feedback was so inspiring and we really hope to be 
able to continue our work with young people. 

"Really brilliant experience. The most powerful theatrical experience involving 
young people I have ever seen - I have seen a lot!" 

 

#MakeThatChange -  (28/02/18) 

#MakeThatChange is an exciting new performing arts and social action project for 
15-20 year olds, which will explore the topic of abuse through the arts.  

Unfortunately this workshop was cancelled due to excessive snowfall. We will still be 
hosting a rap session with Jack Flash! Full details of the rescheduling will be 
announced soon, but is likely to be mid March. 

#MakeThatChange -  (14/02/18) 

#MakeThatChange is an exciting new performing arts and social action project for 
15-20 year olds, which will explore the topic of abuse through the arts.  

This week at #MakeThatChange, professional filmmaker Rad Miller (founder of 
Pocket Projects) led us in creating dramatic trailers! The teams were challenged to 
create a short trailer for a film of their choice – using only the props and locations we 
had to hand. Some of the young people were already filmmaking experts, while we 



definitely had a few filmmaking rookies (especially from the Imagine If Team!), but 
there was something for everyone to learn and chances develop their skills. 

 

The team were introduced the techniques that make a film effective: different style of 
shots; the importance of sound and lighting; CGI; good director; an effective script; 
cinematography (or as it was effectively dubbed – making the film look good). Rad 
explained the how a variety of different shots can be used in film. 

As one team, we learnt how to create a film storyboard each using our new-found 
knowledge to devise one scene for a hypothetical trailer. The team created a 
‘whodunit’ dystopian thriller, leaving audiences on an enticing cliff-hanger asking 
who’d done it, but most importantly – what had happened? Having refined our 
storyboarding techniques and established what we needed to focus on for a truly 
great trailer, we headed off to make our “Amazing Film”. 



 
A bird's eye view shot, leaving the viewers wondering "who's hand is that?” 

Team 1 created a dramatic ‘thriller’, which combined elements of classic ‘teen’ 
movies with horror and sci-fi. The trailer gave nothing away, leaving you on a 
tantalising cliff-hanger of who was that? Using their own clothing as props, team 1 
dressed themselves up for filming and utilised different film angles to confuse and 
intrigue viewers. 

 
Team 1, dressing up for the occasion! 



Team 2 created a classic horror, based on modern horrors such as Insidious and 
The Conjuring. Using editing tricks to darken corridors, and using different levels of 
light, they created a sense of fear using only two actors and a dark black coat. 

 
You never know what you might bump into in a dark corridor... 

Both teams used sound effects and searched for soundtracks which matched the 
theme of their trailer, before showcasing them at the end of the session. Rad was 
really impressed with the trailers the teams came up with and the teams had a great 
time! The teams got to bring in their skills from other workshops and saw just how 
effectively they could develop an amazing trailer. 

The next #MakeThatChange session will be held on February 28th and will focus on 
rap and song writing! So, whether you’re a musical genius or don’t have a musical 
bone in your body – come join us and see what you can create. See you then! 
 



 
Come see what you can create, with imagine if! 

#MakeThatChange -  (31/01/18) 

#MakeThatChange is an exciting new performing arts and social action project for 
15-20 year olds, which will explore the topic of abuse through the arts.  

#MakeThatChange blew away the January blues, yesterday, with a session on 
Spoken Word! We also introduced our Film-making lead Rad Miller. Rad is a Leeds 
based freelance filmmaker, director and editor, who founded the youth media 
production company Pocket Projects. He'll be hosting the filmmaking session on 
Wednesday 14th February. 



  
Rad Miller, Filmmaker 

With some new faces at the session, the groups undertook block poetry - where they 
were given a piece of text and encouraged to cut out words. Texts including 
everything from adverts, to newspaper articles, and other poems. Finding words that 
told a story - without simply copying the original text - proved harder than expected, 
but the group's imagination really shone through. Continuing the theme of abuse the 
group developed poems that discussed friendship, immigration and self-worth. Take 
a look at Paige's poem: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



the start  

this issue back on 

the agenda 

But             England, 

noticed. Imagine  if the  
equalities   had been abolished 

reshuffle. Yet this is what 

abuse 

follow from their powerlessness. 

Their right to speak 
                                    declining 

          poverty          levels 
increasing house prices, tuition fees 

                    uncertain 
                government 

                          rights     blocked 
                                     backlash 

                  understand        recognise 

more power 

  



 
Photography by Rad Miller 

The group really enjoyed the Spoken Word, saying they loved finding new ways to 
engage in creative writing and hearing the poems the others told. This session 
helped the team develop as a group, encouraging team work and supporting each-
other. Spoken word is a strong contender for the final project!  



 

Come join us on February 14th for a session on Filmmaking! 

#MakeThatChange -  (17/01/18) 

#MakeThatChange is an exciting new performing arts and social action project for 
15-20 year olds, which will explore the topic of abuse through the arts.  

“Now I’m looking forward to learning about all the different ways we can work 
within the creative arts.” - Duncan, 18 

We kicked off our #MakeThatChange workshops by looking at theatre and body 
language. Using only our bodies to communicate we created various scenes, taking 
guesses at what the groups were trying to perform. It was clear to see how you don’t 
always need your voice to communicate! Lucy and Duncan recreated an intricate 
café scene just through use of expression! 

As a group we discussed different types of abuse. The group focused on types of 
abuse that could affect them personally, including personal, psychological abuse and 
group mentality/peer pressure. We discussed the most common forms of abuse as 
Physical, Sexual, Financial, Psychological, Discriminatory, Neglect or acts of 
omission, Organisational, Self Neglect, Domestic Abuse, and Modern Slavery. 

The group then created dramatic pieces which highlighted how two forms of this 
abuse might manifest. At first, they were tasked to create a non-verbal piece, using 



only their bodies and expressions to portray their message. Then they were given 
the opportunity to add 3 words to a physical piece. 

 

The group then created dramatic pieces which highlighted how two forms of this 
abuse might manifest. At first, they were tasked to create a non-verbal piece, using 
only their bodies and expressions to portray their message. Then they were given 
the opportunity to add 3 words to a physical piece. 

 
“Why me?” “Irrelevant” 

Adding words changed what initially looked like a piece about bullying, to a piece 
about psychological self-abuse and mental health. Such a limited use of speech 



really highlighted how words can have multiple meanings and can influence people 
in different ways. 

“I wanted to get out of this a better understanding of everything and I wanted 
to have a fun time at the same time… And out of today, I did get a better 
understanding and I did have a good time!” - Lucy, 15 

The next workshop will be held on Wednesday 31st January and focus on Spoken 
Word. 


